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All but one remaining pit bulls in Vick
case recommended for placement
fthe 48 remaining American Pit Bull Terriers in
the Michael Vick civil
forfeiture case, 47 have been recommended for placement with
rescue _organizations, with many
likely eligible for future adoption
· by the public. The recommendations were made by Valparaiso
University School of Law Professor Rebecca J. Huss, court appointed Guardian/Special Master
of the dogs. One dog has been euthanized for medical reasons.
"I am confident in the rescue
organizations I recommended for
permanent pla_cement. With the
experienced care they will provide these dogs, I foresee that
many will eventually be able to
be adopted by members of the
public," Professor Huss said
upon submitting her Summary_
Report to the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of
Vrrginia.
Professor Huss recommend-
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ed the dogs·be placed with eight
organizations. Those receiving
the most dogs are Best Friends
Animal Society, with 22, and
Bay Area Doglovers Responsible
About Pit Bulls (BAD RAP), with
ten. The U.S. Attorney late this afternoon filed a motion in U.S. District Court containing the report
and urging the Court to adopt its
recommendations. The Court will
now determine whether to accept
or deny the motion. ·
The summary report details
Professor Huss' work. it included
traveling to Vrrginia on multiple
occasions to interact with the dogs
and their caretakers as well as
speaking with animal control offi.cers and numerous rescue organizations. Professor Huss also relied
on information from the initial
ASPCA report; daily or weekly
reports from interim care providers; and reports from BAD RAP,
which provided kennel evaluation
services. A team from Best Friends

Animal Society supplied feedback D.C. shelter due.to an unexpected
after evaluating the dogs remain- . staffing shortage.
ing in shelters.
Professor Huss stated: "While
in the foster home, each dog must
continue to exhibit behavior indicating it would be safe to the public prior to being adopted. For the
dogs that may need to remain in a
sanctuary environmeht, although
there will certainly be a period of
adjustment, I believe that these
dogs may not just survive, but
thrive in that environment."
"I thank the shelters and organizations that assisted in the
process. They are dedicated, hardworking and have contributed
much to this effort. The shelters
were very accommodating, and
everyone I dealt with in the fed. Several dogs had previously eral goyemment was responsive to
been moved to interim foster care the·need to act quickly to set up a
for training and assessment. Other structure to place the dogs," Prodogs were transferred to facilitate fessor Huss added.
their continued evaluation and
In July, the United States filed
dogs from one Virginia shelter a civil forfeiture action relating to
were later taken to a Was~ington,
see VICK page 2

Victory for Law Students on Capitol Hill
BY Marc Baranov
Guest Reporter
n late September, aspiring
public interest lawy~rs nationwide scored a major victory in
·the battle against ever-increasing
student loan debt. After years of
negotiations and debate on loan
repayment assistance programs,
Congress passed, and President
George W. Bush signed, the College Cost Reduction and Access
Act of 2007 (CCRAA). In part,
the CCRAA allows recent law
school graduates w,ho work in
"public service" to pay off their
qualified federal loans at a reduced rate, and have the balance

I

of these loans completely forgiven
after 120 monthly payments, or ten
years.
"This is a decisive victory for
law students," said Daniel Suvor,
Chair of the American Bar Association (ABA) Law Student Division. "Over the past several years,
law student leaders aggressively
lobbied for this change, prompting law students nationally to write
thousands of letters and hold hundreds of meetings with their Senators and members of Congress."
According to the ABA, eightyseven percent of law students borrow money to attend law school.
The average law student graduates
with $83,181 in total educational

debt from a private law school, and
$54,509 from a public law school.
Additionally, according t~ the National Association of Law Placement, the median gross starting
salary at a non-profit public service organization is approximately
$40,000.
"Wit4 standard loan repayment schedules, some young lawyers were being forced to opt out of
public interest work to stay above
the poverty line," said American
Association of Law Schools Executive Director Carl Monk. "This
law will allow public interest entities to compete with the big firms
and successfully lure the best and
brightest into their ranks."

The new law offers substantial
loan forgiveness for "public service" attorneys that make ten years
of payments towards their qualifying federal student loans. After the
ten-year period, "public service"
attorneys will be eligible for total forgiveness of their remaining
federal loans, regardless of the remaining balance owed. It is also
noteworthy that the ten years of
"public service" do not have to be
consecutive.
"I have wanted to be. a Public
Defender since Criminal Law during my first year of law school,"
said Rache~ Raymond, a 3L at the

see VICTORY page 2
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approximately 53 American Pit Bull Terriers located on Mr. Vick's property. On
October 15th, the court appointed Professor Huss Guardian/Special Master of the
48 surviving Pit Bulls. Due to the ongoing
criminal case, the rescue organizations and
Professor Huss are unable to disclose information about the dogs until at least January
25,2008.

Southwestern Law School in Los Angeles.
"This law will allow me to pursue my dream,
and not just for a year or two, but as a lifetime career."
Per the current language of the CCRAA,
"public service" includes all full-time employment by government agencies and
"501(c)(3) organizations (among other categories). Over the next year though, the Department of Education will issue regulations
that determine how broadly (or narrowly)
this term will be interpreted.
The new law also allows borrowers to
enter into a reduced payment program that
ties monthly payments to an affordable percentage of monthly income, which could
potentially reduce monthly payments by
two-thirds. As written though, the CCRAA
has potential pitfalls with regard to tax payments and marriage disincentives. Specifically, forgiveness at year ten might be construed as taxable income under the law, and
the Department of Education might add both
spouses' incomes together to determine how
much the borrower must .pay, conceivably
tripling-or even quadrupling-the borrower's
monthly repayment.
Congress is currently in discussions
over these very issues. Learn how to explain
this exciting new law to your fellow students
and how you can lobby your members of
Congress on these and other important issues by visiting www. abanet. org/lsd/legislation. Also, for more information on how
the CCRAA can work for you, consult your
school's Financial Aid Department.

The eight organizations are:
Best Friends Animal Society, Kaneb, Utah
(22 dogs}
· BAD RAP, Oakland, California (10 dogs)

Copy ~ditors:

Richmond Animal League, Richmond VA
(4 dogs)
Georgia S.P.C.A., Suwanee, GA (3 dogs)
SPCA of Monterey County, CA (3 dogs)
·Recycled Love, Inc., Baltimore, MD (3
dogs) ·
Animal Rescue of Tidewater, Chesapeake,
VA(l dog)
Our Pack, Inc. (1 dog)

--Courtesy of Tom Shaer Media, Inc.

--Marc Baranov currently serves as a Delegate from the ABA Law Student Division to
ABA House ofDelegates.
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The Hon. Robert S. Sykes, Jr., '87 Ionia,
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Wade R. Nichols, '84 Fishers, IN
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EDITORIA.L
he Forum would like to con- "Don't waste your life in doubts and
gratulate all of the December fears: spend yourselfon the work before
graduates: Elizabeth Adamec, you, well assured that the right perforMansour Alhidry, Ahmed Alzaabi, Yas- mance of this hour s duties will be the
simine Bassole, Brian Bennett, Zach- best preparation for the hours or ages
that follow it."
ary Butler, Lesa Engle, Robert Gullette
--Ralph Waldo Emerson
ill, Jordan Gwiazdop., Heather James,
Ethan Jones, Stephen Kobza, Alfred
"No longer forward nor behind
Koritsaris, Eric Lamp, Kourtney LebI look in hope and fear;
lanc, Ni9ole Muir, Donald Nagel, DaBut grateful take the good I find,
mon Newman, Anthony Oliveira, Eric
The best of now and here."
· Oliver, Brandon Sanchez, Sebastian
--John G. Whittier
Smelko, Pin-Chieh Wang and Victoria
Wolf.
We would like to leave you with "The ability to concentrate and tq use
your time well is everything ifyou want
some words to live by:
to succeed in business--or almost anywhere else for that matter."
"Character is higher than intellect. A
--Lee Iacocca
great soul will be strong to live, as well
as strong to think. "
"There are two things to aim at in life;
--Ralph Waldo Emerson
first to get what you want, and after that
"The ultimate measure gf a man is not to enjoy it. Only the wisest of mankind
where he stands in moments ofcomfort,
has achieved the second."
but where he stands at times of chal- --Logan Pearsall Smith
lenge and controversy;'
--Martin Luther King, Jr.
"There is more to life than increasing
its speed."
"We are all inventors, each s_ailing out
--Mahatnia Ghandi
on a voyage of discovery, guided each
by a private chart, of which there is no "Nothing can stop the man with the
duplicate. The world is all gates, all op- right mental attitude from achieving his
portunities."
goal; nothing on earth can help the man
--Ralph Waldo Emerson
with the wrong mental attitude."
--Thomas Jefferson
"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, therefore,
We wish you all the success and
is not an act but a habit."
luck in the world. Go forth and make
--Aristotle
•
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Holiday job search tip: Build a
resum.e, not a snow-m.an
BY NATALIE KIJURNA
Career Services
he holidays are upon us and so
are your finals! Before you know
it, however, they'll be a memory.
Take time to relax, but don't forget. .. after
~als is the perfect time to renew your
JOb search, build your resume and make
lasting connections! Here are some placeS
and websites you might want to check out
or things you might want to do over the
holidays.
The Chicago Bar Association has
several CLE's in December. They cost $5
for law student members to attend. Call
or contact the CBA for more information.
Some of the titles include:

T

Preparer Penalties and Related
Circular 230 Issues- December 3 (3:005:45 p.m.)
Register for this special program at the
Illinois CPA Society's website or call
800-993-0393 and reference course code
C36196. Program held at The Standard
Club, 320 S. Plymouth Ct., Chicago.
Advanced e-Discovery with -Emphasis
on Dlinois Courts - December 3 (3 :00.
6:00 p.m.)
Cop~g with Data Overload Session 3
-December 4 (8:00-10JO a.m.)

Advanced Legal Writing- December 6
(12:00-2:00 p.m.)
Audited by the IRS ... Now What? December 7 (12:00~2:00 p.m.)
Mechanics Liens and Construction
Claims - December 12 (Full Day)
Taking and Defending Depositions
December 13 (3:00-6:00 p.m.)
Your Attack on the Affidavit- December
17 (12:00-1:30 p.m.)

Professional Responsibility:
Impaired
Lawyers
December 18 (3;00-6:00
p.m.)
The
American
Bar
Association is a wealth of
information. Check out this
http :/lwww. abanet.
site,
org/careercounsellstatebar.
html, which lists different bar
associations. There are many
more locally (such as the Lake
County Bar Association, St.
Joseph Bar Association, etc.)
and across the country, so
no matter where you want to
end up practicing, join today!
Entry deadline: March 31, 2008
It is a great networking tool and a great
Co-sponsored by Rolls-Royce North
resume builder!
America, Inc.
Or, keep the pen out after finals and
get in on FREE MONEY ... many students
Entertainment and Sports Industry
don't enter writing competitions because
Forum Committee and the Recording
they think they'll never win. Because of
Academy Entertainment Law Initiative
that, there are few people who enter, so
(ELI)
your chances are better than you think Annual
GRAMMY®
Foundation
to win GREAT CASH PRIZES and get
Entertainment Law Initiative (ELI)
your essay published. Ther~'s no better
Writing Contest
way to build your resume then to list a
_Award: $5,000, plus - all expenses to
·
publication.
Grammy Awards
Th~ . ABA lists dozens of writing
For additional information, please contact
competitions. Check them out at http:!!
Cole Sternberg, ELI Project Coordinator.
www. abanet. org/lsd/competitions/
Postmarked deadline: December 20
writing-coniests/home.html and
see 2007
'
the CPC's board outside their office for
even more opportunities! Here are a few
Other great sites on the ABA website
examples:
include:
http://www.abanet.org/lsd/jobopp.
Business Law Section
html - list of internships and fellowships
Mendes Hershman Student Writing
Contest
http:/lwww. abanet. org/legaled/
Award: $2,500, travel and lodging -to
studyabroadlforeign. html - list of study
attend the ABA Annual Meeting, possible
abroad programs
publication in The Business Lawyer
Entry deadline: January 4, 2008 .
http://www. abanet. orgllegaled/
postjdprograms/postjd-school.html - ·list
Air and Space Law Forum Committee
of domestic LLM programs.
Law Student Writing Competition
Award: $5,000 and published in The Air
Don't want to practice law? No
and Space Lawyer.

0

problem ... check
some of these
websites!

out
great

Lobbying:
www. rollcall. com
www. hillzoo. com
www. usajobs. com
www. avuecentral. com
www. hillnews. com
www. opensecrets. org
Entertainment industry:
www. ifcome. com,
www variety. com,
www hollywoodreporter. ·
com,
_www.showbizjobs.com,
www. entertainmentcareers. net,
www.
dailyjournal. com
Or, want to practice in Arizona?
Unfortunately, Arizona schools don't
grant reciprocity, but you can check out
these websites as part of your job search:
www.abgnews.com, www.maricopabar.
org, www.azbar.org
Finally, note that these are just some
great things you can do . over the break.
There are many more resources and
opportunities available to you through the
Career Planning Center. -All you hav'e to
do is visit us!
Mo~t importantly, remember during
the hohday break to take time for
yourself and recharge your battery. It's a
great time to reconnect with family and
friends and let every_one know you're one
semester closer to your goal! HAPPY
HOLIDAYS!
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VUSL students and professors join to
protest recent events in Pakistan
BY ERIC GETIEMY
Executive Editor
n Wednesday, November 14, VUSL
students, faculty and professors
gathered in front of the Valparaiso
Courthouse to protest recent events in Pakistan. The New York Times reported that Pakistani police have
jailed thousands of Pakistani
lawyers, and in a sheer display
of authoritarian power, General
Pervez Musharraf suspended
Pakistan's constitution and
placed the Supreme Court under
house arrest citing a "state of
emergency."
VUSL SBA President Sebastian Smelko issued this invit~tion to the student body and
VUSL community:
"On Wednesday, November
14, the ABA is organizing a lawyers' march
in Washington, D.C., to support the rule of
law and lawyers in Pakistan. At 11 :30 a.m.,
lawyers will gather in the plaza in front of
the James Madison Building of the Library
of Congress before walking around the
Supreme Court. Lawyers across the cotmtry
are participating in similar marches in their
communities, and the ABA is encouraging
and supporting these local efforts.
To support these measures, Professor
Ed Gaffney and I ask you to assist us in this
endeavor. Some of our very own professors will join us as we take a stand against

O

this arbitrary govemance, and I hope I can
count on you to march over to the Porter
County Courthouse on Wednesday at 11
AM to make a statement on this issue there.

As this is during Chapel Break, I hope I can
count on you to be there. There will be media present to document our message and
intent.
Thjs is not only a positive way to show
dedication to the legal system, but show that
we are committed to protecting the Rule of

Law all over our World. This is not a political issue; rather, this is a stand for liberty
and written constitutions of which we all
believe [are] sacred. It is my duty, as the
President of our Student Bar Association,
to call upon you to use a half-hour of your
time on Wednesday at 11 am to show our
solidarity towards these ends."
There was a strong showing at the protest, and many cars passing by honked and
waived in support of the cause.
Professor of Constitutional Law, Ivan
Bodensteiner, was at the protest, and had
these words to say:
"If we can learn anything from these
events in Pakistan, I suppose it shows that
if you want to start a dictatorship, the first
thing you have to do is take .out the lawyers and the press." He also stated, "The
recent attack on attorneys and the press in
Pakistan demonstrates the significant role
attorneys and ~he press play in preserving the rule of law. For us, as attorneys,
it reminds us of our awesome duty and responsibility as guardians of the Constitution and the rule of law. While we are not
alone in this, there is a reason why those
who want to place themselves above the
law see a .need to silence the members of
our profession."
Eric is a 2L and can be reached at
eric.gettemy@ .-·c.Jpo.edu.
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The Stith's trip to Spain
or my husband's fall sabbatical, we have
a real home in Spain, a very beautiful
place with a big balcony and always- a
breeze from .the nearby sea. It is called Playa
speech and association. They go even furde Puzol (Puzol Beach), with the main town of
ther, attacking, maiming and killing Blacks. Puzol (Pucol in Valencian) eight minutes away
Granted, after some of these brutal attacks by car, from which Richard tcikes the train evsome Klansmen have been arrested, tried, ery day, fifteen minutes, to his office in the Phiand convicted. But this is generally the ex- losophy of Law Department of the University
ception rather than the rule. A perfect ex- of Valencia School of Law. Around us are wellample is the murder of the Black youth here watered palm, qu-ince, orange, pomegranate,
persimmon, and melon plantations.
in Valparaiso this summer.
Puzol is a small town of some 16,000 inThe FBI now can refuse to do anything
about the Klan because of their charter, but habitants, but not so small as not to have three
I believe that the charter will be thrown out supermarkets rutd a few cybercafes as well as
of the window when groups reminiscent of the train station. It is pleasant, easygoing and
manageable. Even more outstanding than our
the Black Panthers begin to organize in an
home are our hosts, the owners of our aparteffort to protect Black people from the terror ment, Chelo Algora and Jesus Esteve. (Their
and brutality of the Klan. Something must three grown children still live at home- as
be done to stop the is the Spanish custom until marriage.) They
Klan. Nobody knows immediately adopted lJS as friends, as simple
how many there are, as that. They are a little younger than we are,
only that the number charming and unspeakably hospitable.
The week we arrived, their town of Puzol
has grown substantially
in recent years and that was celebrating the four-hundredth year since
they have a military the consecration of the parish church, a week
training camp some- crammed with outrageous events. We naturally
where . in Alabama. _ got very excited about the small-town-nontouristy-festivities. The Esteve-Algora family
There are rumors that
(he is a native of the town) immediately made
there may be more. It's
recommendations and advised us against activobvious that the Klan is ities they thought were crazy, which, of course,
actively preparing for a made us very eager to experience them. (He's ·
race war and even now a doctor and she a nurse, so they see the "colis attacking blacks.
lateral damage" commonly caused by such fiGranted, nobody estas.)
·wants to see the FBI
By now we have attended three fiesta .
retreat to the type of events, two of which we enjoyed with the Es-.
illegal activities they teve family. The fiesta being a religious one~ first
were doing in the six- came a great procession in which the Patrona,
ties. But if the FBI is to "the Mother of God at the Foot of the Cross" ·
be likened to a national police force, they (La Mare de Deu al Peu de la Creu) returned
to her place in the chapel of the church, after
should be able to intervene when there is
she had made a visit to a neighboring parish.
a clear and present danger .to the lives of a Surrounded by blossoms, she was mounted on
group of people. The race war seems to have a simple cart drawn by a white horse, accompaalready begun. If the FBI won't do anything .nied by drumming and gaita bands, young gen- ·
to combat it, then Black people will need to tlemen in black frocks with their young lady
do something.
sidesaddle behind them, elaborately dressed in
Spanish lacy period satin gowns, ana of course
the townsfolk.
By Nora Hudson
Late at night, we walked to a fireworks
event, something Dr. Esteve had advised
against. A little before midnight we heard the
rockets and loud explosions coming near and
nearer. Then they appeared, about thirty celebrants (in Valenciano called "festers"), young
men pulling behind them closed wooden boxes
on small wheels whilst holding a wooden pincer
contraption to which was affixed a loudly exploding rocket, spewing clouds of sparks. Each
rocket sparked fire for two or three minutes·

Commentary Tribbles
This article was originally published in The
Forum on November 10, 1980. Please note
that "From the Archives" material does not
necessarily reflect the vie11-·s of the current
Forum Editors or Staff
s the FBI selecti •ely excusing itself
from intervention into Ku Klux Klan
terrorist activities? It makes one wonder, especially after reading a recent article
in the Chicago Tribune which told the story
ofthe growing rise of the Klan since 1975.
Supposedly, the new FBI charter prevents
FBI agents from infiltrating and observing
private organizations. Klansmen are piivate
citizens and conduct. their
meetings on private property. Therefore, the FBI
cannot observe and infiltrate the Klan.
But were the FBI infiltrating and observing
the Klan prior to the adoption of this new charter?
In the 60's, the FBI was
observing and infiltrating
the Black Panthers and
other Black organizations
but almost totally ignoring Klan terrorist activities. This was a time when
the number of attacks on
Blacks increased tremendously. And now the FBI
says it still ~annot observe
and infiltrate the Kian.
But what about the ABSCAM scandal? The
FBI actively enticed congressmen into taking bribes, recorded· and photographed the
transactio.ns. The FBI organized the whole
scheme. They used FBI agents · to contact
the congressmen, used marked money pro- .
vided by the FBI, and secured hotels and
houses for the FBI agents to conduct their
observations. If the FBI charter prevents
observation ·and infiltration, then how can
the FBI charter include tactics such as these
which amount to blatant entrapment?
The new FBI charter grew out of a need
to protect citizens' rights of free speech and
association, a result of the FBI's disregard
for those rights during the sixties. But the
obvious danger that arises in connection
with the Klan is that they are ·not content
with just exercising their rights of free
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and then exploded, to be immediately replaced
by a new one from the wheeled ammunition
box, This on and on raucous continued. People
jammed the entrance to the large field, within
which the main· event was to take place in a
smaller area surrounded by a high fence. The
onlookers began to crowd the bleachers, sit on
walls or await the action just standing around.
They were mostly young. We were wondering
what was exactly going to happen.
We noticed that the celebrants, with
knowledgeable adult help, were being painstakingly sheathed in fireproof overalls and
shoes, any meeting point duck taped over, a
helmet put in place, and gloves put on. They
began to look like science fiction inventions.
These surreal human packages stalked around
one by one, pulling their wooden box of rocket
ammunition, to make their way to the enclosed
area towards the back of the field (euphemistically called a "cage," though it lacked a roof).
The onlookers stayed at a respectable distance.
People in a nearby apartment building filled
windows and peopled the roof terrace.
At 12:30 a.m., hell burst upon us, an earsplitting exploding fire spewing racket that
really took us by surprise. For one hout, we
watched the fenced-in field go berserk with an
unimaginable fire storm, a profusion of rockets, each engendering new rushing fire spurts as
they sped and scrolled all around the field, spiraling projectiles, often spinning over the fence
top into the street beyond the wall, into the
watching crowd, which would take to its heels
to return quickly." And amidst this hellfire and
smoky haze moved small helmeted jurnpsuited
silhouettes, leaping and often dancing, throwing their arms out or embracing one another,
launching new rockets, a hellish ballet on a fiery stage. Once in a while the fire storm seemed
to die down, to be rekindled with a vengeance
within seconds.
More arid more rockets escaped outside
the fence; one spiralled in a straight path to the
terrace on top of the nearby building, maybe
a hundred yards away, causing an enormous
scramble to definitely empty the roof terrace
of people. The bleachers, also under .attack,
were left in panic by fleeing spectators. We ran
to avoid one rocket speeding in our direction,
only to have a lady tell us "You've got to stay
put or they will follow you" (by induction). In
their ever greater high, the festers seemed actually to encourage their rockets to escape from
their fire-filled cage towards, ab~ve and into the
crowd. It was then, at 1:30 ·a.m. that we headed
home, having fled the event before its finale an
hour or so later. We now understood what the
Esteve family had meant.
After·a short night of sleep, off to see the
toros (bulls). Puzol does not have a bullring,
but lets full-size, half-ton, bullfight-type bulls
run freely on a set of streets that are barricaded
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off from the rest of the town.
JesUs was determined to find us a good
place from which to watch the bulls, and
he certainly did. At the appointed time we
marched from the church, next to which the
bulls were to be released, across the street to
a comer house with low balconies overlooking
the two key streets of the running of the bulls.
JesUs and Eliot, his brother-in-law, were carrying empanadas (salty pastries) to sustain us
during the watching. We seriously got to watch
the running of the bulls from the most select
spot in town. We were introduced to the kind
homeowner, and stationed ourselves strategically on the three around-the-comer balconies.
The crowd was gathering below. The first startup sign (as in any Spanish fiesta) was a rocket,
which exploded with ·a very short, loud shot.
Then drum and gaita bands marched into sight
followed by a dense unending pack of mostly
young folks stretching into the distance. After
the bands, came huge narrow boxes on wheels,
drawn by one or two splendidly adorned horses,
or (in one case) oxen. In each box was a bull.
The transport was anything but smooth, some
of the horses rearing up and hard to subdue.
The crowd was rowdy, dancing, shouting, rhythmically jumping up and down, waving their arms: In its midst (scarcely with room
to be pulled) \YaS a large barrel surrounded by
paper cups on a cart. Non-stop hands lifted
the barrel lid and dipped in a cup. It smelled
strongly like beer. Another barrel followed a bit
later; there cups dipped into sangria.
The narrow street was jampacked with
revelers, the windows and balconies crowded
with watchers. On an upper balcony, a garden
hose appeared, watering all' below in a solid
stream. The hot crowd cheered and hopped
around. Out of another window, buckets of water were emptied onto the young people, who
screamed and then begged for more. The mood
was VERY jolly. With many stops the last bull
in its box, accompanied by the bands and noisy
crowd, finally made it around our house, past
the church and to its destination on the far side
ofthe square. The crowd was expectant, a large
grouping of youths eager to take on the bull. ·
&other loud rocket explosion marked
the beginning of th,e next stage, one bUll was
released, and most of the crowd backed away
to relinquish the danger zone around the bull
to maybe a dozen brave young men. The bull
stood still in the street, assessing the situation,
until the young men began to taunt him, waving
their arms, a cloth, or dashing past him so that
the beast would a quick stab at them with his
long pointed horns. He often pursued them for
a moment until they quickly disappeared to his
side. The key thing is to disappear in a flash TO
THE SIDE. One foolisl). young man, maybe in
panic, just ran away in a straight line with the
bull on his heels. It was a close call. Another
desperate young man sought shelter behind a
no-stopping sign which did not stop the bull,
who reduced the sign to a splintery mess in a
flash and liked doing it so much that he then
trampled down the sign to close to nothing.

The challenge, of course, is to be as daring as possible without getting gored. Acts like
touching the horns were awarded with resounding applause by the crowd.
Youths would take on the bull from different directions. It might charge after one fellow
running into side streets, sometimes disappearing from our view for a long time, fighting 1t
out someplace else. Each bull was able to terrorize and delight a length of streets of maybe
half a kilometer. After a certain amount of time,
maybe twenty minutes, he was to be corr.alled
into a holding pen near the church, just opposite our balcony. A huge tall iron gate would
then seal the pen.

.

Five matisos (castrated bulls) were waiting in the pen ~o help herd in the feisty bull.
They also had long sharp horns and looked impressive as they came trotting out. Young men
with sticks herded them towards the bull on the
loose, a difficult maneuver. The ''toro" has a
tendency to follow the mansos. But it did not
work too well. Some bulls paid absolutely no
mind and rather aimlessly meandered around.
One of the mansos lost sight of his job, and unexpectedly ·went after a youth instead. It was
amazing how difficult it sometimes was to entice the ''toro" into the holding pen. One bull .
immediately trotted behind the· mansos right
into the holding pen, like a sheep. But another
got the pen door slammed on him before-he was
fully ih and then escaped back into the street.
He had learned his lesson and was not to be corralled. He roamed the streets and disappeared
from view for long stretches of time, eventually
to be lassoed by the horns and dragged in by
at least ten people, while three or four others
pushed from behind. .Five bulls had their day, a
close-to-four-hour event.
We returned to Jesus house, where Chelo
had been slavipg with the help of Vicente (her
brother-in-law) at preparing a fiesta feast. Other guests brought dishes, all of which graced
a long table in the garden, where a large family contingent waited. We took seats to feast
on caracoles (snails), gambas (big shrimp),
calamar (squid), small shrimp, quiche, grilled
chicken and a huge array "of deserts, a banquet
that ended exactly at 3:00 a.ni. in the morning.

Meanwhile, however, there had been yet
more bulls, this time "on fire". Each time the
poor beast was tied by his horns to a stake while
an apparatus like a very large old fashioned gas
lantern (without the glass) was tightened onto
each hom, then set alight. The bull was then released and charged about spewing fire fiom the
torches on his horns. It's rather dangerous. We
saw the decorations around a church pillar set
on fire, as well as those around a palm tree. This
lasts some 15 or 20 minutes; the gas doesn't
seem to get exhausted. Finally, the mansos
come and the frightened bull is made to enter a
corral, where he is again pinned against a pillar
while _the gas apparatuses are undone. We had
a hard time seeing the nobility in this. But the townsfolk
love it, so much that both the
regular running of the bulls
and the fire-bull runnings
are repeated every Saturday
for four weeks just in Puzol.
Something similar happens
in almost every small town in
the region, we're told.
The .important event of
the following fiesta day was
yet another procession of the
''Mother of God at the Foot
of the Cross" at 8.00 p.m. in
the evening. During that day,
we just stayed at our beach
home, and for the first t~e
went for a swim in the sea
- a day of continuous ftm., surf and warm air
and warm water, a great treat. We finished the
swim off with a dip in our own build_ing;s small
round swimming pool, to then rush off to the
procession. ·
Vicente took us to another brother's (Jose)
home in the old part of the town on a narrow
street with a very narrow sidewalk. We lugged
five dining room chairs out on to the sidewalk,
where we lined them up all in a row. Froin wall
to curb each chair fitting perfectly, we positioned ourselves to watch the procession. Sitting on the sidewalks and partially in the street
in the eyenjngs is a very Spanish small pueblo
way to escape the inside stored-up heat.
Vicente, quite a rascal, provided us with
a gep.erous glass of whiskey, which neither of
the hosts accepted. We later realized why. The
procession reached us, and men and women
and some children, dressed in there most elegant outfits,-carrying large lit candles, solemnly walked· by· in two rows. Suddenly Richard
passed on the whispered command, "Hide the
whiskey!" which I managed to do just before
the processional cross was ceremoniously carried by. Drinking whiskey while watching a
solemn religious procession, clearly was an inappropriate idea. Yikes!
Pairs of women and men, young girls and
boys walked by, the ·women dressed in elaborate black dresses adorned with much lace and
upon their heads the "teja peifieta" (high comb)
covered with a long black lace mantilla (tra. ditional lace covering). Once more the Vrrgin

came home, she seems to be travelling a lot.
JesUs walked by with his eighteen-year-old
daughter, 'Teresa, which made him extremely
happy: Teresa being a real teenager, had had to
overcome herself to falce part in a puebla fiesta
procession accompanying her dad. It just isn't
cool.
We went back to Jestis and Chelo's garden, then perfumed by an almost intoxicating
tree which only spends its aroma at night, and
chatted till midnight with the family. These late
hours were wearing us out!
Sunday, the last day of the.week-long fiesta, began with a solemn Mass at the Vrrgin's
church, who, believe it or not, came .home.
once more that night, in yet another procession
with all the accompanying honor and glory.
This time Richard took part at the invitation
·of JesUs, carrying the prescribed large candle,
joining the family contingent- which now included Vicente!
Invited again to supper, we wandered
oyer to Vicente's house, where a "paella", very .
much a dish o:f Valencia, was just being initiated in Vicente's storage room, where he keeps
the melons he grows. A "paella" (the pan is also
called that) of a simply enormous diameter,--sat
on a specialized gas burner with three rings of
flames to access this enormous round. Olive
oil was generously poured into it, then pieces
of chicken and rabbit, where they acquired a
toasty-.b rown exterior. It smelled very ~Y·
Tomatoes, green beans, a fresh fiat white.bean,
paprika, saffron, garlic and rosmarin also began
to sizzle along. A nice aromatic mixture develope-d, some water was added,. all was boiled
until a bit reduced, then was added the very fatkemelled rice, twenty minutes, and, voila, the
huge pan was carried by two people across the
street to the Esteve-Algora garden, where a· the
large extendeq family with much "gusto" made
short shrift of it.
One of the guests instru~ted me on how to
whisk a Spanish fan in and out of action in the
snappy, elegant click-clack manner of the Spanish women. When one lacks air conditioning
but not heat, the fan is the saving instrument.
In church on this this fiesta day, practically the
whole congregation had been click-clacking
their fans with high-speed flutterings in-between, men and women alike.
Valencia itself is a remarkably beautiful
city which we are exploring with much enthusiasm, but with this detailed remittance of the
flavor of Spanish fiesta time in Puzol~ I will
close.

--Rosemarie Stith
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.Jln .Jlffirmative
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SBF~

lv1inutes:
Vllia t you need to know

Your SBA Members:
J. Sebastian Smelko, 3L-President
Laura Wishart, 2L-Vice-President
E.B. Newberry, 3L-Secretary
BY). SEBASTIAN SMELKO
Ian
Lucas, 3L-Treasurer
SBA President
Bailey Cunningham, 3L--ABA Rep
elcome
to
December, Gaby Guzman, 3L
Valparaiso Law. I sincerely Jordan Gwiazdon, 3L
.Anthony Nwaneri, 3L
cannot believe it is the end
Sherwin Tsai, 3L
of the year already. As many of you
Megan Krol, 3L
know, this is my last writing to you as Paul Kulwinski, 2L
the President of your Student Bar Asso-· Justin Staublin, 2L
ciation. It is bittersweet for me as I be- Kelly Kruger, 2L
lieve that there is still much to be done. Erica Harder, 2L
However, I know you all are in very
capable hands. I wanted to highlight SBA Minutes:
some actions that your Student Bar As- Date: 11/11/07

W

sociation is pursuing so that Our School
continues to move forward.
Moreover, we expect a lot from
our student body; you in turn should
expect a lot from your representatives.
Thus, the Valparaiso University School
of Law Student Bar Association will be
dedicated to professionalism, pride, and
vision so that your elected representatives truly represent you. A concerted
effort on all fronts with respect to employment will occur. Further, we, as
your elected representatives, will have
events that will further the needs and
goals of our constituents. We will endeavor to help our students become integrated with our Alumni, and we wil~ use
our resources effectively and efficiently
so that we, as a student body, can benefit. from the fruits of our l!ibor. It starts
with us, it starts with you, it starts now.
Ple~se join in our endeavor to improve
Our School. Always remember, if you
have a concern or a question, please ask
your representatives, or myself for assistance. The SBA office is always open
to your _concerns. Thank you and have a
pleasant summer.

Sebastian is a 3L and can be reached at
sba@valpo. edu.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS:
President: MLSA is having Thanksgiving
basket drive. Encourage students to contribute.
Veterans Day - we hope you were able to
show appreciation.
.
Care Packages for soldiers - participate if
you can.
MLSAIHLSA immigration panel on Tuesday, 13th 5-7. Participate ifyou can.
Paving info has been submitted to main
campus. Bureaucracy could not be avoided.
Website is up. Check it out.

end of first semester. At request of J. Baruffi. Comments were taken and issue will
be discussed later.

the university. This petition will be in the
SBA office. Hopefully will be signed and
delivered to the board next semester.

Attendance Policy (at request ofEB)

NEW BUSINESS:

Lounge TV - Anthony - TV purchased
9/21/06, but didn't get warranty. $100 trip
fee to come out. For 41 minutes or more,
$175 for labor. Parts will be more. Might
also contact the manufacturer, Westinghouse.

Are the librarians going to tell people to be
quiet? This is a huge concern because offices leave doors open and there is unwanted
noise. Joe sent e-mail to these individuals,
but it is mostly up to the students.
STUDENT CONCERNS:

Bike Rack - Bailey - Still needs to contact
Buck's Bicycle Shop.
Plaque for SBA Office to Foster Tradition
- Sebastian to contact plaque maker.
SBA Retreat - Bailey - Suggests Chuck E.
Cheese.

Treasurer- PAD provided check for Boat
Cruise
O'flmRITEMS:
Jordan- Vice President office - Campaigning 11126- 12/3. Elections on 12/4. Office
will be filled by special election. School
wide nominations will occur.
Gaby resigns, Pres. Accepts resignation. .
Next year's board will handle admin board
openings.
Changing exec board elections from Peb. to

EMERGENCY MEETING:
Bailey wants people to come to the meet~
ing prepared. Sebastian read the parts of the
SBA Constitution that apply to the amendments.

NEW BUSINESS:
Housekeeping - Sebastian- no Tha...'l..lcsgiving break meetings. Next meeting 12/2.
Probably last meeting of the year.
STUDENT CONCERNS
Speed Bump/Cross Walks - Josh - study
determined that it was not cost-effective.
Sebastian will continue to pursue issue.
Date: 12/2/07

Vice-President: Working on law week.
Trivia night should be happening, but movie
night is up in the air. Some issues with bara-thon. Poker night might not occur. EB is
taking over decorations for barristers.

Movie at the Imax during law week.

Paul drafted and distributed a copy of the
suggested amendment.
E.B. suggested that there could be serious
issues with having a 1st year student as the
Vice President. They have a huge caseload
and have never even attended the events of
Law Week.
Bailey suggested that it's not right to put
that on a 1L stpdent. They don't even know
if they're going to make grades to stay in
law school.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS:
President- In regards to the TV, parts have
been ordered. The company is being cooperative. On December 1Oth they are going
to try again to fix it, if it doesn't work they
will give us credit.
Elections: Jordan - The VP election will
happen this week on Tuesday and Wednesday. Elections will be tallied on Wednesday.
E-mail will be sent out tomorrow morning.
Amendment - Rob motions to accept the
amendment with the corrections listed made
to the text of the document. Josh seconds.
Motion passes unanimously.
Petition for Parking Lot- the petition is
to the board of trustees and the president of

Josh agrees. Gaby agrees that lL year is difficult but that at this point we can't revoke
what went out already.
Ian suggested that SBA handle appointment
and succession in the same manner as the
US Government. Anthony agreed that Ian's
idea was the better idea.
Josh suggested that if there is going to be an
appointment, have the person with the authority appoint someone within the SBA to
the position so that they have some kind of
context already for the position.
Paul makes a motion to continue the election as is and extend the time to vote. Rob
seconds. Motion passes unanimously.
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SPORTS
THE ANTI-CHAMPIONS OF

The Anti-Champions of Baseball:

guys ... really? With this kind of contract negotiation you have to wonder if the AARP
has a lobbyist inside the GM's staff.
Yea sure, the Yankees signed them when
they were younger, but apparently they didn't
bring an abacus with them to determine that
Giambi would eventually be 37 years old and
making roughly a tenth of the payroll while
platooning at first base with Shelley Duncan.
Even so, despite their best efforts at championship futility, mere boardroom miscalculation is
not enough
to
earn
the
coveted AntiChampionship. It
must
be
coupled
with
a
healthy
mix of a
strong collective negative self-fulling prophecy urge
and several in-game managerial and/or team
meltdowns.
I would say the Cubs satisfy thi_s fairly
well being that next year we can all celebrate
an entire century of the Cubs not winning
a championship. In fact, the Cubs tend to
personify the self fulfilling prophecy prong
of the Anti-Championship analysis. But, all
things considered, they did mouilt a comeback to swipe the division championship
from the Brewers this year to even get into
the playoffs. Thus, you can't really consider
their loss in the playoffs to be a meltdown,
when they barely made it in to begin with.
Also, the Cubs displayed competent coaching from Lou Pinella and-had a solid showing from a young pitching staff. Taken as a
whole, I think these facts tend to prealude'to
Cubs from being anti-champions, and move
them into; dare I say, the "contender" cat-

This one has been a hot race as the Cubs,
Mets, and Yankees are all great contenders.
However, I think when all is said and done
(and it is), the Mets pull this one off.
The Yankees bring a lot to the table, but
I have to say its all a little redundant. The
Yankees again spent nearly $200 million on
their squad this past year, and yet, fell short.
This is no1hing new. Some salaries that, at
this point, become comical are Jason Giambi's $23.5 million, Bobby Abreu's $15.6 million, Mike Mussina's $11 million, and Kyle
Farnsworth (Who? A mediocre middle reliever/setup guy) at $5.6 million. Yes, they
are in the most profitable market in the game
and have it to spend, but to spend it on these

egory. Ev~n so Cubs fans, don't pound the
Old Style just yet, because being a contender

BY ERIC GETTEMY
Executive Editor
e all know who the winners are
because they ~e. the ones we~g
the riRgs, hmstmg the troph1es,
or have DVDs for free with a paid subscription to Sports Illustrated (which of course
you have no use for because you get The
Forum for free!). However, who is at the
opposite end of the
spectrum? Who is
the anti-champion?
It can't simply be the
team that came in last
place or has the worst
statistics. That really
doesn't tell the whole
story.
It is like saying
the champion is the
team with the best
record or the best
statistics. We know
this not be the case. In fact, in most instances, the "Champion" is the team that makes
things happen at the right times. Therefore,
the Anti-Champions are the teams which (A)
Don't make things-llappen at the right times
AND (B) Were in a objectively reasonable
position to be a Champion to begin with. Obviously, if this analysis would stop at A, you
could include roughly every team in every
sport at some point during the season.
The real turning point is what are the
teams that actually slioulda woulda coulda,
and did not. So, being an Anti-Champion is
a rather dubious distinction, but it isn't the
worst thing in the world. A team could just be
terrible, at which point they would b~come
ineligible to be an Anti-Champion. Which is
worse, well, that is up to you.

W

2007

means that with a strong showing next
year, they are also- in the running for
the Anti-Championship.Finally, the moment you've
been waiting for: The Crowning of
Baseball's Anti-Champion of 2007.
Congratulations Mets. You've managed to have the third highest payroll
in baseball~ a team full of stars, and
still had one of the worst collapses in
baseball history. The Mets went 5-11 ;.
in their last 16 games of the season to
relinquish the division to the Phillies
by one game, and subsequently missed
the playoffs. All this after the 2006
performance of coming one game
away fr~m the World Series. Simply
devastating.

The Anti-Champions of Basketball:
The Dallas Mavericks are your 2007
Anti-Champions. This team led the league in
· wins with 67 only to be thoroughly disposed
of in the first round by a team that hasn't
made the playoffs since 1994, the Golden
State Warriors. The score of the final game
in this series was 1a -86. It also should be
noted that Mavs owner Mark Cuban is no
slouch when it comes to the payroll either.
Thus, not only did_ the Mavericks become the
2007 Anti-Champions ofBasketball, they seL
the precedent forevermore of what we look
for in our Anti-Champions. The Mavs could
win the next three NBA championships, and
people will still remember when they lost in
2007.

The Anti-Champions of-Hockey:
This has been really difficult. The 2007
NHL playoffs proceeded was one of the most
predictable in recent memory. Nearly all
the top seeded teams beat the lower seed~d
teams throughout the
playoffs. There were no
collapses, there were no
meltdowns. .Be that as
it may, there is a championship to be awarded
anq an article to write.
Thus, the Detroit Red
Wmgs are your 2007
Anti-Champions
of
Hockey. But they fared
well in the playoffs, and
even lost in the westem conference finals
in game 6. That they
did. However, you just
can't go around and call

your city "HockeyTo"Wn USA~' and expect
not to set yourself up for an Anti-Championship. The burden is on Detroit once they
hold themselves out to be the be-ali-end-aU
of hockey to win. If they don't, welcome to
the Anti-Championship, the Foruin Sports ,
eqivalent of the 2nd showcase showdown in
the Price is Right. Enjoy your Foreman Grill
and random camping equipment Detroit!

Anti-Champions of the NFL:
It saddens me to admit that the Steelers
will have to be the 2007 Anti-Champions.
You simply cannot g.o 8-8 after winning the
Super Bowl. Also, you shouldn't ride motorcycles into car windshields when you are
the starting quarterback for _an NFL team. I
believe this is covered at every mini-camp,
or it should be from now on. However, there
is a silver lining to it all, and that is the Colts
finally got to win the Super Bowl wnen -they
didn't have t!> play the Steelers.

Eric is a 2L anc can be reached at
eric.gettemy@valpo. edu.
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Student Profiles
AI Koritsaris
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If
so, where and in what
area of law? Yes as a
fallback, but searching
for an alternative. (Tort
Litigation - fancy way for saying ambulance
chaser)
What is your ideal practice area? Sports Litigation
\Vhere do you see you rself 10 years from now?
Hopefully about 5 years from retirement.
W hich state(s) bar e a m will you sit for? Illinois
iVhat is your favorite memory at VUSL?
Cambridge 06' is as close as I can get to answering this question.
What organizations or activities were you involved in while attending
VUSL? T.A. for Professor Nuechterlein
If you could do everything over, would ·you
still attend law school? Yes, unless I was born
a foot taller and then would ·probably be playing
professional soccer.
Any parting words? Sayonara lL's, good luck
with your sanity.
- Damon Newman
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If
so, where and in what
area of law? NO
What is your ideal
practice area?
Tax Law
Where do you see yourself 10 years from
now? In debt
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
Indiana
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
Trial Practice Class
What organizations ~r activities were you involved in while attending VUSL? VITA
If you could do everything over, would you
still attend law school? I plead the 5th.
Any parting words? Never Trust Anyone Over
30.
Brian Bennett
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If so,
where and
in what area of law?
Private practice and
public defense in Lake
County, Indiana.
What is your ideal practice area? Criminal
defense and public interest for women and children.
Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
A Federal Public Defender or managing partner
at a medium-sized general practice firm.

Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
Indiana
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
The public interest work and experiences in New
Orleans with Professor Carter.
What organizations or activities were you involved in while attending VUSL?
SBA lL Student-Faculty Representative,
Vice-Magistrate for Phi Delta Phi,
Law Clerk for Judge DeWitt and Judge Busch,
Juvenile Law Clinic Intern,
Legal Eagles Softball Team,
ABA Client Counseling
If you could do everything over, would you
still attend law school? Absolutely!
Any parting wor ds? Say hello to each other hold the door- get to know your peers. Enjoy the
opportunities law school provides and remember, each person admitted to a law school means
there are many others who were disappointed by
their inability to obtain your seat. Do not take it
for granted!
Robert L. Gullette Ill
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If so,
where and in
what area of law? I
will be opening my own
general practice office
in Nicholasville, Kentucky. I anticipate the bulk
of my practice will focus on criminal defense,
estate planning, and family law. What is your ideal practice area? Planning and
zoning, and real estate development.
Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
Still trying to pass the bar.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for? The
Commonwealth ofKentucky.
What is your favorite memory at VUSL? I
have so many great memories that I could not
possibly mention only one. Knowing full well
that what I am about to say is completely cliche;
my favorite memories are the nights I can barely
remember with the friends I will never forget.
What organizations or activities were you involved in while attending VUSL? None but I
saved a bunch of money on my car insurance by
switching to Geico.
If you could do everything over, would you·
still attend law school? Yes.
Any parting words? Suck it, Trebek!
Lesa Engle
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If
so, where and in what
area of law? Yes.
Criminal Defense.
What is your ideal
practice area? Criminal Defense
Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
Working and traveling.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for? Arizona.

What is your favorite memory at VUSL? I
have met some good people and have had some
great times.
What organizations or activities were you
involved in while attending VUSL? Criminal
Clinic, Student Advisor, Tax Preparer, Cambridge Study Abroad Program, VLR, and PAD.
If you could do ~verything over, would you
still attend law school? Sure, in a bigger city.
Any parting words? Best of luck to everyone
and work hard to put Valpo on the map! HRJ and
JSS thanks for always being there for me, I'm
very happy for you and your future. To all my
Frank House companions, stay fun, I'll miss you
all! To my gourmet chef and her tornado rescuing husband, thank you for tlle memories and the
understanding. To my best friend, you've taught
me a lot about myself. Thank you. Never forget
to smile. CONGRATS EVERYONE! I' 11 see
you in May!
Heather R. James
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If
so, where and in what
area of law? Yes, in
Indianapolis at Ice
Miller, in the Municipal
· Finance (bond) Group.
~ What is your ideal practice area? Municipal
Finance. I was very blessed to receive an offer
for my ideal position.
Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
As a Partner at Ice Miller, in Indianapolis.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for? Indiana.
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
Meeting Sebastian, of course.
What organizations or activities were you involved in while attending VUSL? Law Review,
Legal Writing TAs, Valpo Law Republicans,
Conversations Project Steeririg Committee.
If you could do everything over, would you
still attend law school? Absolutely.
Victoria Wolf
Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If
so, where and in what
area of law? Yes, May
Oberfell Lorber, Mishawaka, Indiana. (area of
law: to be determined)
What is your ideal practice area? Equine Law
and Elder law (maybe ad_d some med-mal to this
mix) (Ironic considering my MBA).
Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
According to my Federal Loan statement, I will
still be paying loans, so I will probably still be in
this same place!
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for? In.:
diana
What is your favorite 'memory at VUSL? Will
1 still be eligible to sit for the bar if I reveal this
memory?

What organizations or activities were you
involved in while attending VUSL? Besides
my externships and the mediation clinic, I did
not participate in any organized extracurricular
activities. I figured that working, riding, being
a wife and commuting from South Bend was
enough activity for me!
If you could do everything over, would you
still attend law school? Yes.
·
Any parting words? It is going to be over before you know it. Hang on & keep whatever you
have left of your sanity.
Nicole Brianne Muir
Do you have a job lined
up following commencement? No
What is your ideal practice area? Criminal Law,
Prosecution.
Where do you see yourself 10 years from now? A successful Prosecutor, happily married to my fiance, John, possibly
with children.
Which state bar exam will you sit for? Indiana
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
There are two, the first was being accepted at
Valpo Law, the second will be graduating from
ValpoLaw.
What organizations or activities were you involved in while attending VUSL? Student Advisor and Mediation Clinic.
If you could do everything over, would you
still attend law school? Without hesitation, yes
Any parting words? Nihil Sine Labore (Nothing without work)
MANSOUR ALHIDRY
(LL.M Student).
Do you have a job lined up following commencement? If so, where and in what area of
law? I will be appointed in the "Higher Judicial
Institute" which is the main institute of training
Judges as a Lecturer. The Commercial Law will
be my area.
What is your ideal practice area? Commercial
Law.
Where do you see yourself 10 years from
now? I wish that I will be a Professor of Law
at that time.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
None.
What is your favorite memory at VUSL? Being in different country for the first time of my .
life among wonderful people. l won't forget the
smiles everywhere.
W hat or ganizations or activities were you involved in while attending VUSL? Muslim Student Association (MSA).
If you could do everything over, would you
still att.e nd law school? No. I don't think so. I
think I would choose another field of study like
Business or the like.
Any parting words? I want to say thank you to
everybody for your kindness and hospitality.
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Brandon Sanchez

yers Division.

Ahmed Alzaabi

If you could do everything over, would

Do you have a job
lined up following
commencement? If
so, where and
in what area of
law? Yes, continuing to be an indentured servant to my parents.
What is your ideal practice area? Sports
Law or Gaming Law
Where do you see yourself 10· years from
now? Living on the streets of Chicago using my diploma as a blanket.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
Illinois
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
Trailer parties that lead to debauchery at
Binwilly's that lead to some pretty interesting Friday breakfasts at Broadway.
What organizations or activities were
you involved in while attending VUSL?
Trailer Park and Friends intramural teams,
Binwilly's every Thursday, and Trailer parties.
If you could do everything over, would
you still attend law school? Yes, because
I still wouldn't have had a job after undergrad, and I wouldn't have wanted to look
for one.
Any parting words? Everyone can't be
number one so you might as well _be medio. ere and part'j. But, seriously, patty all the
time and go Hoosiers!
Don Nagel
Do you have ~job
lined up following
commencement?
If so, where and inwhat area of law?
Yes, I have taken
a position with Arquilla &. Fink, Ltd.
which is located in Chicago's Loop. They
practice Plaintiff's Personal Injury -law.
What is your ideal practice area? Anywhere doing anything that allows me to pay
back my overly large student loans.
_
Where do you see yourself 10 years from
now? Unemployed, barefoot and pregnant.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
I'll only ·sit for it if it asks nicely. I am taking
the Illinois Bar Examination in February.
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
I haven't had it yeJ:, I imagine it w.ill be the
last time I drive away from this $%"&*
place.
What organizations or activities were
you involved in while attending VUSL?
Illinois State Bar Association- Young Law-

you still attend law school? No - I would
take Andy Martin's advice and stay a mechanic while sucking my wife's finances
dry.
Any parting words? So Long Sucka's!!!
No, really, if anyone ever gets hurt in Illinois, refer them to me and you will get a big
fat referral fee, peace out!
Jordan Mitchell
Gwiazdon
Do you have a Job
lined up following
commencement?
If so, where and in
what area of law?
Yup. After I pass the
Bar, I'm going back to active duty in the
United States Marine Corps; as ~n officer in
JAG. But I'll still get to blow stuff up, too.
What is your ideal practice area?_
I'm really eager to get back to being a real
Marine, but I'm _also interested in con-struction defect law and entertainment law.
Where do you see yourself 10 years from
now?
Hopefully settled dowri and with some kids.
Yeah, I actually said that. God help me.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
Tennessee. Go Vols!
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
I would have to say that my James Blunt
"You're Beautiful" performance, complete with striptease, at the Franklin House my 1L
year was my favorite VUSL memory of all
time. Winning the Cardozo Cup this year,
and beating the 2L team our first year was
pretty sweet, too. Also, meeting so many
cool people over the years that I've b~en
here has been rea1ly great, too. This school
rocks. My favorite memory that I don't really remember: somehow ringing up a $96
. bar tab at Bin Willy's. That one still boggles
the mind.
_What organizations or activities were you
involved in while attending VUSL? I was
a member of a few organizations, but the
biggest one was SBA_ That was my LIFE.
If you could do everything over, would
you still attend law school?
Definitely. It's been a_great experience and
the only thing that really sucks is knowing
how much I have to pay off in student loans.
1
Good thing the military pays so well...
Any parting words? Ductus Exemplo.

Do you have a Job
lined up followmg
commencement? If
so, where and in
what area of law?
Yes. I'm a teaching
assistant at the UAE
University
What is your ideal practice area? Commercial Law- e-commerce I e-Business
Law
Where do you see yourself 10 years from
now? After finishing my SID program I'll
be professor at the UAE University
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
I don't know.
What is your favorite memory at VUSL?
Many favorite memories, great professors,
nice classmates, etc.
What organizations or activitie$ were you
involved in while attending VUSL?
NIA '
If you could do everything over, would
you still attend law school?
SID program.
Any parting words?
No thanks.
J. Sebastian Smelko

us the last few reminders, Andy loudly stated, "you better bring it Professor Lind!" To
that statement, Professor Lind looked at him
rather curiously and said, "Well, OK kid, I
think I brought it." Everyone went stone
cold after she left and the test began ... trust
me, she brought it.
What organizations or activities were
you involved in while attending VUSL?
The Student Bar Association, President;
Valparaiso Law Republicans; The Conversation's Project Steering Committee; Federalist Society; Volunteer within our community.
If you could do everything over, would
you still atten4 law school? Absolutely,
while it was challenging, I learned not only
from casebooks, but als9 from my professors and my colleagues. Law school for me
was not simply about learning the ','law" per
se, instead; it was a mode ofthinking, a "V~?ay
of life-an incredible journey. Not everyone
is cut out to be an attorney, and I thank my
supportive family, my James, our wonderful professors, administration, and staff as
well as my faith for getting me through it!
Any parting words? See Article.
Eric Oliver

Do you have a job lined up following
commencement? If so, where and in what
Do you have a job
area of law? Yes, Danville, Indiana general
lined up following
practice .
commencement?
What is your ideal practice area? Don't
If so, where and in
know, I having only been doing this for
what area of
,
about 3 years.
Counsel, The
Where do you see yourself 10 years from
fice of the Governor,
_n ow? Still working at the same firm in DanMitchell E. Daniels (R), -Indiana.
ville
If so, where and in what area of law? All Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
realty, but mainly Indiana and Federal Con- Indiana
stitution~! Law; Administrative Law; ConWhat is your favorite memory at VUSL?
tract Law; and Criminal Law.
The day I take my last final.
What is your ideal practice area? Precise- What organizations or _activities were
ly what I will be doing!
you involved in while- attending VUSL?
Where do you see yourself 10 years from Christian Legal Society
now? In Indianapolis, Indiana with Heather · If you could do everything over, would
James, and in 10 years I will either be with a you still attend law school? Yes
firm working in their governmental services Any parting word~? Good luck
division or perhaps advising an elected official.
Which state(s) bar exam will you sit for?
Indiana
What ·is your favorite memory at VUSL?
That is an excellent question, and I have
racked my brain about this so here goes:
other than meeting my James during orientation thanks to Al Koritsaris, during our
1L year, Andy Martin sat in the center of a
crowded room for our Civil Procedure Final
with Professor .Lind. Everyone is tense before the final, and after Professor Lind gave.
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Law as a Profession of Service
Bruce
Berner
THE DEAN'S CORNE~

L

Starting several years ago, we moved to a
web-based system for collecting this information. This method, which replaced the old system of filling out hard:.copy forms in each of
your classes during class time, is more efficient.
It will, however, only continue to be useful to
the institution and to future students if the level
of participation is high. You will receive or have
received a series of e-mails about the process of
filling out the web-based forms. One will come
from Digital Measures, the web vendor whose
services we are using. I' 11 send one out. Professors will announce it in classes. It will be on the
big screens downstairs and, of course, you're
reading it in the Forum right now. The SBA has
indicated support for this effort. To add a bit of
fun and underscore the school's own interest in
this endeavor, the law school will give a $2.00
gift certificate redeemable at our student-lounge
coffee vendor, Anneliesje's, to every student who
fills out all of his/her course evaluations and will
have a drawing among all such students to give
out a $200.00 gift card to Best Buy.
Once the time period opens for receipt of
your evaluations, you navigate to www.digitalmeasures.com\login\valpo\studenC You will
be prompted for your student e-mail address
and your student I.D: Then follow the program
to complete the evaluation forms which include
spaces for textual comments_but do not require
them. You should be able to do each course in
a few minutes and the whole set within a half
hour or so, a bit longer if you add text further to
explain your response. You can fill them all out
at one sitting or do them one or two at a time.
We will be able to tell which students filled out
all the forms but a student's identity cannot be
matched to his or her responses. Thus, it is a
completely anonymous evaluation process. In
fact, the system is so constructed that even Digital Measures cannot determine which persons
completed _which particular responses. (And
since I could not tell which of my students wrote
that misspelle'd comment on my evaluation last
year, let me use this column to tell him/her that
there is no "e" in "awful."You're welcome.)
The window for filling out the forms for
Legal Research and Legal Writing was from
November 6 through November 26 and is thus
closed. For all other courses, the window opened
November 27 and will remain open until 11 :59
PM on December 11. Professors are given access
to their evaluations only after the grading dead~
line has passed and all grades are in.
Please fill out the forms to help us become
better teachers. We view it as important and
hope you do as well. May the Angel of Winning
Raffi.es be with you. And finally, if those coming
down this path years from now are also willing
to understand that lawyers are servants, they will
do their service in part by thanking you for doing
yours. Let them stand on your strong shoulders.

aw is a profession of service. Service itself can be thought of in two entirely different ways if we begin by viewing ourselves as living out a long journey down a path.
We may serve those who travel with us--ease
their burdens, heal their pain, share (and maybe
even create) their joy. Thinking beyond our contemporaneous companions, we can ~emember,
revere, and thank prior travelers who have forged
the path, kept it clean, improved it for us. If we
did not believe in commemorative service to our
forebears, we would not recognize holidays such
as Memorial Day. As Isaac Newton so deftly and
graciously noted, if indeed he was able to see
things that no one else had seen, it was because
he stood on the shoulders of the giants that preceded him and had reported glimpses. We can,
of course, also serve those unlffiown future travelers following us down the path. If service to
those yet to enter the path were not important,
there would be no need for us to worry ·about
global warming, the slow deterioration of the environment, or the possible viability of Social Security 80 years from now. As is so often the case,
the best way of paying our predecesso~s back is
to pay forward the same sorts of blessings they
left for us. I am going to ask you to do just that
for future-law students at this place.
I would like to enceurage all stUdents to
participate in an on-line evaluation of their
professors including both regular and adjunct
faculty. Valpo Law h)ls, of course, always done
teacher evaluations as have most institutions of
higher education. They are helpful to administrators charged with setting salaries, to tenure
and promotion committees in making decisions
about colleagues, and most importantly to the
teachers themselves to learn which approaches
are viewed as effective and which are not. To the
extent that you think your professors are effective, you must give some credit for that to students who traveled the path before you and made
suggestions which improved that person's teaching. (By the _way, to a teacher, those suggestions
may have seemed at the time either encouraging
or extremely dismaying.) Consider performing
·the same favor for future students. In your professional careers, you will often be asked to engage in similar constructive-criticism exercises
to improve your law firm, your agency, your organization, or your community. Your views are --Bruce Berner
important to us as teachers-you are, after all,
the "consumers" ·of our "product."

f~P.e
Fau
Lane

ByEB Newberry

Frugal Holiday Edition
e're all low on cash, but that - --For a host or hostess, a great idea is to pick
doesn't mean you can't give up a bouquet of festive colored flowers. Algreat gifts. It's all about being most every grocery store has inexpensive
frugal and being thoughtful. Gift giving has bouquets and they are a great way to show
to be specific to the person you're giving to, your gratitude. Another great idea is to give
but here are some low budget ideas to get a host or hostess a cookbook. People who
entertain can never have enough culinary
your mind going ...
. inspiration.
--For the friend you've known for years,
consider making a collage of old and new --For grandparents, it's all about the
photos. Wal-Mart offers a cheap way to thought. A great gift idea is _to give homemade cookies· in
scan you~ photos
some kind of inand make cheap ·
teresting container.
prints.
Knowing that you
can bake will put
--For the friend you
a smile on your
work with, think
grandma's face.
about finding a cute
coffee mug and fill--For your parents,
ing it with samples
get out the boxes
of designer coffee.
and start digging. A
Another alternative
great idea for any
would be to find a
parents is to find an
cheap basket and
fill the basket with different kinds ofbiscot- old piece of your childhood artWork and
have it framed. This is an inexpensive way
ti, coffee and chocolates.
to take your parents back to the day you
--For the friend you grew up with, a great were cute and cuddly.
idea is to give that frienaa nostalgic blast
from the past like a b~ard game such as --We all put too much emphasis on gifts for
Candyland or Twister. Or some packs of the holidays. The most important thing is to
baseball cards. Another idea is to give small enjoy time spent with the people you love
logo items from a team you used to root for. and despite your family's religious beliefs,
Or the CD of a band that you used to listen to keep in mind the real reason you're celebrating.
to. Being thoughtful is key.

W

--For your boyfriend or girlfriend's parents,
the Albanese Candy Factory has beautiful
gift arrangements at great prices, and they
make AMAZING candy!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
EB is a 3L and can be reached at
ellen.newberry@valpo.edu.
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lEGAllY BRUNmE &·aRUNmER
Advice for
Law School & Life

The Final Farewell ...

By - JORDAN GWIAZDON and 'BRANDON
SANCHEZ
Dear Legally Brunette and Brunetter,
As an avid reader ofyour column I was crushed to learn
that this will be your last submission. However, I have
heard rumors that someone is going to try and replace your
column next semester. Any truth as to the survival of this
great and noble column?.

Yes, V.D. (you don't mind if we call you that, do you?) at leastregularly visit one. This helps because it will prewe are leaving, and yes, apparently there are two people pare you for how y·ou will be living once you graduate law
out there who think they have what it takes to supplant the school an!i don'thaveajob.
Last, but not least, don't kill yourself over finals. Don't
greatest column writers in the hist~ry of The Forum, if not
the world. Although we didn't hand pick them, they have neglect your friends, don't ignore your family, and don't ir:·some pretty incredible _credentials. Johnny Wad has been ritate everyone else by complainirig about how many exams
promoting first amendment rights while working in the adult - you've had this semester. We'v_e all been there before and
film industry for many years while Kerry Kluger started a chances are someone has had it rougher than you. So unvery profitable tanning bed company. If that doesn't wet clench those butt cheeks and remember that you're still in
your appetite for more· literary slop, we don't know what school- .so make time for yourself to have fun every once in
a while . .'.at?-d those previously mentioned friends and famdoes.
But enough about them. Obviously, your favorite ily will always be right there tp cheer you up if you need it.
monthly visitors will be headed for greener pastures as we Become an asshole AFTER you pass the Bar.
graduate in a little over a week. It has been a long 3.5 years .
here at VUSL for Brun,etter, and a long, but kind-of-shorter With that being said, we would like to say that we have thor2.5 years for Brunette. But during this time we believe we oughly enjoyed bringing irreverent humor to you once a
have urilocked the secrets to success in law school. First, month, and we hope you feel the same. Ifnot, we'll get over
it is very important to go out every Thursday. Although it. So long, farewell, and have a very Merry Kwanzmaskthere is no longer a physical manifestation ofBinwilly's for kah.
· yoq to attend, you can always bring Binwilly's to wherever
you are through the power of the mind! All you have io do
is pretend there is brain thumping bass in the background, _
find someone within the _vicinity to grind up on (remember
- kiddies, if you don't get consent, it's a tort!), spend no less
than $100 on your bar tab, and then black out. This will
ultimately prepare you for legal greatness as Darwin's survival of the fittest suggests it will be the weaker brain cells
that are killed off first, leaving the stronger ones to propel
you to success. Second, it is important to live in a trailer or -

Vincent Dorsette, 3L

lEGAllY IRUNmE-&BRUNEnER
Advice for
Law School & Life

Re.st in Peace B ·& B ..-.

. Deat Becca,

Dear Brunefte and Brunetter,

Ah yes, the age old question ofhow to deal with leaving I have been studying harder than I _have ever studied before
the Vale-of-Paradise. Every year law students go through in my life. So much is on the line. I haven't had time to think
the all-too familiar withdrawal of having to migrate out about what to buy for my family and friends for -the holiof the metropolis of the world that is Valparaiso, Indiana. days. Any suggestions?
~
While no place compares to the smoke-filled bars packed
with people drinking competitively as in Valpo, this is the
Adolfo "The Chez" Smith, 4L
perfect time of year to tell your friends and family how great
law school is.' On second thought, not such a great idea. As
Let's be honest here. After that $31 K hit you took
a matter of fact, refrain from all conversations involving tuition for the year, what money do you -ha-ve? Think back
iaw school (unless there is a potential networking possibil- to when you were in secona grade and your teacher had you
. icy). Your friends frop1 home just don't care, won"t "get it," make cards for your parents, and your grandmother helped
and/or most likely won't invite you out if you are talking _you bake cookies for e,.veryone else. Jewelry? Wasteful!
Jegal beagle jive with them. Talking about law school to Uggs? Ugly! (Kelly reserves her right to appeal this conoutsiders comes off as weird.
·
tention). Go back to your youth (i.e. college) and think paAlso, refrain from checking for updates on your grades per snowflakes, picture calendars, and popcorn tins. Let's
on DataVU. Most likely the date your professors promised face it, a lot of people give you credit for going to law
to submit_ your gl-ades will not be met. Chances are your school, but the truth is we are dirt poor for at least another professors are preoccupied lounging on the white sandy couple of years. So swa1low your pride and spend cheap
beaches of Prince Edward Island, d~ing mass quantities this Christmas. bive like a student now, and a lawyer later
of Black Velvet, writing various constitutions for the de- (hopefully)!
·
veloping world, or finding good homes for Michael Vick's
dogs in time for Christmas. Bottom line is, professors have
better things to do and will tend to your grades·when they
absolutely have to. The insecurity of not knowing this bit of
information that will largely affect your future can b'e an assault on your mental fortitude, and more importantly, may
inhibit your holiday merriment. Out of site, out of mind.

on -

By JON BERBARI and KELLY KRUGER
Dear Brunette and Brunetter, _
As I sit here feigning an attempt of reading for my final
class· of civ pro, I sit and ponder how I should spend my
Christmas break. Problem is, I'm from a small town in Illinois where there is just nothing to do. I will miss;all of my
friends at the law school but I will just have to tough it out.
Got any ideas?
Becca Boater, 1L ·
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I Wish I WDUkl have kN>WhBY ALLY PEHR & SARI
CROUCH
Managing Editor & Copy Editor

S

o we are pretty sure you are tired oflistening to us talk and so we have decided to
shirk our responsibility for a month and
have other 2Ls give you advice on what to do
over break. Here you go:
Christmas: gifts, family, friends, opened
and softened hearts, the Holiday Spirit, and A
BREAK FROM SCHOOL!!! Make the most of
your break by doing the things you have not been
able to do since August when school started. Go
to Chicago and sight-see, shop, watch some football, but most importantly give time to those who
have been neglected the past few months: your
family and friends. Over breaks my wife, son
and I like to spend ti.ffie watching movies, going
shopping at the outlets in Michigan City, and taking a short vacation to new places. We also love
to make goodies and take them te friends, and
. also put our Christmas email together to send to
friends and family throughout the country. Last
of all, we love to enjoy the Christmas holiday.
Our families share many of the same traditions,
so we both love Christmas morning- we still :(eel
like kids on Christmas Eve. So, the first half of
th~ break is spent in anticipation of Christmas
morning and trying to guess what we got each
other. Doing these~ types of activities helps us
take a break from the &tress of law school.
--Matt Chandler
The beginning of winter break is one of
the times in law school when you actually have
zero schobl work to get done. Take advantage of
that! I like to start off break by going home and
baking as many desserts as I can and watchirig
my favorite holiday movies. Make sure to take
plenty of time to be with your family, because
when January rolls around you'll be back in the
books. (Side note - don't forget to come back
in enough time to get your books and do your
homework for the first day of classes) Also, if
you dare, make time for old friends from home.
You all will have changed, but it's a gr.eat time to
hear their stories and to catch up.
--Tamara Carnahan
What to do. during break? Maybe it's better
to start with what not to do! Don't talk to your
friends about the tests you just' labored through
and survived - nothing good can come from it.
Don't check for your grades every single day
on DataVU - trust me, your friends will call you
and tell you when they are posted, ask what you
got, and one of you will probably be more disappointed than the other (it's pure probability).
Don't write your professors or the administration asking when the grades will be out - they
don't know. Bon 't try to get so far ahead that
' you are already outlining for spring finals . ,_ but
be wary of Con. Law I. Don't neglect to have
ftm, be with your friends and family and steal
all of the Candy Canes fi·om the Christmas Tree
- trust me, you won't make St. Nick's naughty
ltst for thts Don't forget to leave the law jargon

in Valpo - trust me your friends who just finished
their undergraduate degree in geography do not
know what Promissory Estoppel is. Editor :S
note: Nor do your friends care what promissory
estoppel is.
--Bob Prince

Okciy we lied ... we are actually going to chime
in.
I agree with all of the above suggestions.
Though the first thing I usually do after firtals is
clean. My house is a disaster area after firtals because for whatever reason I think twenty minutes
is far too much time to spend doing dishes and tidying up: As a result, deep cleaning my house is
usually my first task post firtals. After my house
is clean I get out my neglected free reading list
and spend the next two weeks reading the most
mindless literature I can get my hands on. I also
recommend that you take full advantage of your
parents over break. I head home and eat myself
silly on Mom's home-cooked food and it is quite
possibly the most therapeutic act ever. Basically
try not to think about law school until about four
days before school starts again. I am going to
have to repeat Tamara's suggestion. Don't forget
to come back a few days early to get organized
and get your reading done. Have a good break!
--Sari
The manner in which I suggest you spend
your winter break is simple. Couch + Beer +
College F.ootball +Napping- (Law Books, Law
Talk and Law People) + professional massage
= The downtime you will seriously need wheri
firtals are done. Oh and one last thing, pay no
·attention to the emails about book lists and confirming registration that you will inevitably receive during firtals. That can all wait until your
mind has sufficiently turned back to it's pre-law
school cherry jell-o-like state from all th-at football watching over break. Have a wonderful and
relaxing break!
--Ally

All domestic draft. pitchers $4.95
.All domestic draft 14 oz. S1.00
All '-\rell drinks $1 ~ 00
All domestic cans & bottles $2.00

Bah! Humbug! Christmas Ale
BY CHRIS BUCKLEY
Columnist

T

he name of this beer could not be more
appropriate. It shnw=s out in the night at
every attempt at cheesy, cheery Christmas seasonals. It is this very collection of
brews that typically strives to armoy the senses,
with outrageous spices and distraCting flavors
galore. For some reason, brewers around the
world (some very respectable) come together one
time of year to pollute
their beers with bizarre
additions such as orange
and lemon peel, dried
plum, coriander, cranberry, anise, hibiscus, rose
1?-ips, tamarind, vanilla,
allspice, cinnamon, licorice; the list of outlandish
things that have appeared
ill Christmas brews I have sampled goes on ...
"Bah! Humbug~" was a long time comillg to
the other annoying seasonal brews, and thanks
to Head Brewer Jeremy Moss at Wychwood
Brewery ill Witney, Oxfordshire, England, they
finally got it. This ale literally exceeded every
expectation I had of it as a "Christmas Ale." In
just seventeen-ounces, this bottle was able to
light my Yule log, roast my chestnuts, and take
me on a long and enjoyable sleigh ride through
the winter_ countryside-bells, bobtails, and
all-without the need for frivolous additives.
Actually, this is partially due to the fact
that this beer is not really a Christmas Ale at
all. In fact, it is closest to what brewers refer
to as a "Willter Warmer. ,,...Winter Warmers are
more like English "strong" or "olde" ales, al-

though per!J.aps slightly less glamorous for
marketing purposes. They are knoWn for beillg
extremely malty, sweet, and rich, and generally
weigh in between five and eight percent (5-8%)
ABV They usually hue a deep majestic copper
reddish brown, and this one pleased the eye in
typical Winter Warmer fashion.
I could have stared at its elegant color all
evening, except for the fact that its aromatic
nose poured right over the side of the glass and
wafted up, inviting me to break my poise and
gluttonou~ly gulp it. I was somehow able to resist the temptation
to do so for several moments, and
in the process I noticed a very
unpronounced head which quickly recedea, though traces hung
around the glass for some time. It
displayed no noticeable motion or
carbonation, either, to the point of
appearing stilL Its scent smacked
of a bold, malty character along
with an equally strong buttery
sweetness. Any hop presence was understated
while adding a subtle floral aroma to the invit~
ing backdrop of sweet malt.
My mouth rejoiced when this Warmer hit
my lips. It felt very full and thick in the mouth
with an ambush of carbonation I did not expect~
An explosion of flavors then began to emerge.
The first and most obvious of these was a dominant butterscotch or toffee, along with the winter essence of a rustic fireplace. This was immediately followed by tlie creamy essence of
coffee liquor, confirmed in a second generous
mouthful. The next sweet array of essences illeluded peanut brittle. dark molasses, and dark
brown sugar, though not to the poillt of becoming syrupy. Its finish was a very interesting
cinnamon spiciness. It left the palette with just
enouglrdryness to balance the. extreme nectar
quality_ of its body, but thankfuily, there was no
evidence of an actual cinnamon additive. Sugar
plums danced around my head and palette for
the precious few moments my glass retained
the copper beauty, but like Christmas itself it
was 'Over before I knew it.
Even the Ghosts of Christmas couldn't
scare me into caring for the other Christmas
seasonals, but I hope many of you will look for
this one in your local brewstore over Break. I
assure you, it will definitely contribute to making your Season bright. I wish you all a very
pleasant and fulfilling Christmas Season. HapPY (and responsible) samplingf

Chris is a 2L and can be reached at
christopher. buckley@valpo.edu.
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ROCKIN' THE SUBURBS • • •
MUSIC BUZZ
Megan
Krol

A

s the holidflY season rests upon us,
stores and radio stations bombard
our ears with heavy amounts of
Christmas music. It's not that the public
forgets about Hanukkah and Kwanzaa,
it's just that Christmas songs have managed to cross a bridge from the religious
hymn world to the pop standard world
(I do realize that some Christmas music
bears no relation to the religious origin of
the holiday). Some would argue a lack of
solemnity exists in the fact that Christmas
is so commercialized and is now a product
of Hallmark and retailers across the country while Hanukkah songs are considered
more revered and not subject to such commercialization.
Recently, this theory of mine was put
to a test. I had succumbed to the notion
that Christmas music is played the day
after Halloween. However, I was surprised
to learn that's not the only type of music
getting air-play so early. About a week or
so ago, I was in a large retail store (which I
will keep nameless) and heard some music
over the loudspeaker which caught my attention. I stood still, listening, not realizing
I caused a traffic jam of shoppers behind
me. Moving on my merry way, I realized
that the song was in Yiddish. Since the
two Hanukkah songs I know are "Dreidel,
Dreidel, Dreidel" and Adam Sandler's
"The Chanukah Song", and since what I
heard was neither, I was impressed. After
spending some more time in the store,
I heard other snip-its of Hanukkah and
Yiddish music as well as some readings
in Hebrew (which is unusual since stores
generally only play music over the sound
system).
Once I returned home and let the
events of the day sink in, I began to question the purpose behind such a shift in
holiday music. Being the skeptical-Sally

that I am, I couldn't decide whether what
l heard was a push to open the eyes of the
Christmas-jaded world or whether it was a
creative marketing ploy to exploit another
holiday. Have I bec.ome so cynical over
the years that there has to be an underlying
motive to any good intention, especially by
a corporation which thrives off consumerism? In the end I decided to take the sittration for what it was, and that it was just an
attempt to remind u.,s that it isn't just about
Santa Claus and gift-giving this time of
year. There is a bigger picture to be had regardless of our faith or lack of it. With that
said, I wish you all a happy holiday season,
and remember to embrace those who are
different, for you never know what they
may bring to the table.
This month's article I am sharing
with my good friend Andy Palmison. He
has been telling me about two albums for
roughly a year now, so I figured I would
give him the opp<?rtunity to tell you all
about them. Enjoy!

between the new and the old. James
Andrew's rendition of"Christmas in_New
Orleans" with its 1940s vibe, John Boutte's
"White Christmas" with
its modern
jazz flow, and
Ingrid Lucia's
scatting in
'"Zat you,
Santa Claus?"
are just a few
of the many
different styles
in this compilation. I would imagine it very
hard for anyone not to enjoy this album.
On a side note, there are dozens of albums
in the "Putumayo Presents" series that
range from "American folk" to "Acoustic
Africa" to "Turkish Groove" with at least
one album from every continent except
Antarctica. Go figure.

Putumayo Presents New Orleans Christmas

Various Artists -A Santa Cause, Its a
Punk Rock Christmas (2003)

Released October 2, 2006; Putumayo
World Music

Various Artists -A Santa Cause, Its a
Punk Rock Christmas 2 (2006)

Normally, I am very stingy with my
Christmas music. I tend to stick to the
classics as they were sung by Bing Crosby,
Burl Ives, and Brenda Lee and very rarely
go astray. This year I decided I would step
outside the box and find a new Christmas
album. ''New Orleans Christmas" is the
perfect mix of holiday music and jazz. I
could probably listen to this album any
time of the year (I say that now, but ask me
in July if I am listening to it).
Some of the tracks on this album carry
a strong New Orleans vibe while others
simply lean toward contemporary jazz. For
example, Heritage Hall Jazz Band's "Silver
Bells" feels like you should be dancing
all around Jackson Square whereas Ellis
Marsalis' "God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen"
sounds like something you would hear in a
quaint jazz club.
This album maintains a balance

Usually, your holiday music options
are traditional (see e.g. Manheim Steamroller), twangy (see e.g. Dan Fogelberg,
Martina McBride), or cheesy (see e.g.
Transiberian Orchestra). For something
new, check out
the-"Punk-Rock
Christmas"
series from Immortal Reco,rds.
The first in the
series features
21 songs and
has a mix of
traditional
Christmas
songs and originals which are Christmas
themed. As to the former category, examples include "It Came upon a Midnight
Clear" (The Red West) and "So this is
Christmas" (Acceptance). Where this

My gift to you: Andy's Review.

album really shines is to the latter category.
The originals range from the fun (The
Mighty :tvlighty Bosstones - "This Time
ofYear", Saosin - "Mookie's Last Ghristmas", NerfHerder- "Santa's Got a Mullet") to the hilarious (Blink-1 82 - "I Won't
Be Home For Christmas", Stand Still - "I
Saw D·addy Kissing Santa Claus") to the
sarcastic (Something Corporate- "Forget
December", New Found Glory - "ExMiss", Fall Out Boy - "Yule Shoot Your
Eye Out"). Overall, this album has too
many good songs to name and only a few
skip-able songs. 3.5/5 Stars.
The second album features 26 songs.
While it has some originals, this album is
definitely more mistletoe than punk rock
in both sound and attitude. It appropriately
starts out with an upbeat "All I Want for
Christmas"
(Dave Mellila). It also
features great
versions of
"Holly Jolly
Christmas"
(The Format),
"Oh, Holy
Night" (Umbrellas), "Have ¥ourself A Merry Little
Christmas" (Daphne Loves Derby), "Santa
Claus is Coming to Town" (Sugar~ult),
and many other very well done songs. Also
check out "Gary the Green-Nosed Reindeer" (MC Lars), a hilarious tale of how
Rudolph's half-brother, Gary, saved Christmas after Osama Bin Laden (yes, Osama
Bin Laden) kidnapped Rudolph. Overall,
this album has greater consistency throughout. It also has broader appeal without
entirely losing its identity. 4.5/5 Stars.

Note: the proceeds from each album go to
charity to fight AIDS and Autism respectively.
Megan is a 3L and can be reached at
megan.krol@valpo.edu.
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Stude t Profiles

By Alecia Pehr and Sari Crouch

~------------------------------~-----

Hometown:
Linivgston, NJ

C'11dergraduate School:
Brandeis University

Undergraduate Major: Politics and History

Undergraduate Sc l:olJ/:
Hlinots Wesleyan University

Undergraduate Major: History and Psychology

Undergraduate Major: Accounting and Economics

Family: Only child, parents got it right on the first
try.

Family: Janet (mom) and Del (dad); ONLY CHILD,
which means I have all of my parents love and
don't like to share things.

Ready for finals yet?
I am definitely ready for my one final. Damn it feels
good to be a 3L!

Ready for finals yet?
Absolutely not, I'm really banking on the curve and
grade normalization.

Happy Holidays or Merry Christmas?
Xin Nian Kuai Le!

Happy Holidays or Merry Christmas?
Definitely Happy Holidays, you can't neglect New
Year's.

What do you want for your respective winter
holiday present?
A job would be nice.

What do you want for your respective winter
holiday present?
I want it to get warmer!!

What are you doing New Year's Eve?
Crankin' dat Soulja Boy!
Do you have any idea who you will be voting for
yet?
·
I am pulling for Dani because I think she and lila
would make a great couple.
How do you feel about Facebook advertising
your purchases to your friends as part of your·
newfeed?
The news feed should just stick to important information ... .like the fact that I beat EB on the "Saved
by the Bell" quiz and that Christy Commers has
joined the group "Top Ten Reasons To NOT Get
Drunk With Jen Sheetz"
Do you believe in Santa Claus?
There's no way anyone can get away with committing residential entry (Ind. Code§ 35-43-2-1.5
(2007)) that many times and stiJI be at large.

l 11dergraduate School:
High Poin University

What do you want for your respective winter
holiday present?
Weill could be lame and say peace on earth, but in
reality alii want is to never have to see my con law
book anymore, does that count as a present?
What are you doing New Year's Eve?
I cannot even figure out what my plans are for
tomorrow let alone remember what I did yesterday.
But I am sure it will involve some random family
antics and champagne, which will only make the
family antics even more interesting.
Do you have any idea who you will be voting for
yet?
I am an Obama fan, but I have always been very
tempted to write my father in, despite the fact that
he is a republican.
How do you feel about Facebook advertising
your purchases to your friends as part of your
newfeed?
I guess I have never paid enough attention to
notice that ....
Do you believe in Santa Claus?
Heck yes, and reindeer really do know how to fly!

.

What are you doing New Year's Eve?
Definitely not going to be in the law library, that's
for sure.
Do you have any idea who you will be voting for
yet?
5 letters, 3 syllables: 0-BA-MA
How do you feel about Facebook advertising
your purchases to your friends as part of your
newfeed?
I had no clue they were doing that nowadays . .. my
life has become so un-hip and depressing.·
Do you believe in Santa Claus?
No. There was a rather unfortunate incident at the
mall a couple of years ago, since then I've lost all
hope.
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Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

Across
1 Austrian desserts
7 White House souvenir
10 It may need a boost
13 Consecrate
14 Survived
16 Hammer originator
18 Prod
19 For fear that
20 "What's the _?"
21 One or more
22 NASA vehicle
23 Before: Pref"IX
25 Music genre
28 Arctic deer
30 Road __
31 Thailand, once
33 Building wing
34 Sicilian smoker
35 Dupin originator
39 Sports equipment
40 Have a bug
41 Boat propellers
42 Postponement '
43 Shakespeare output
46 Sidekick
47 Easy mark
. 48 Half and half
49 Choose
52 Be in hock
54 Survive
56 Way, way off
57 Miss Marple originator
60 Culinary art
61 U.F.O. crew .
62 Address. book abbr.
63 The "p" of m.p.h.
64 Double agents

Down
1 The Bucs stop here
2 Gibson garnish
3 Stallone role
4 Child
5 Lansing-to-Flint dir.

19

2

3

4

13

6 Hairdresser
44 "Holy cow!"
7 Livens (up)
. 45 Catch
8 November media
47 Places for props
source
49 .Many times
9 Nonexistent
50 House coat
10 Terminal in.fo
51 Head lock
11 Windmill, e.g.
53 Sing the blues
12 Flowery verse
55 Super server
15 Veer
56 China setting
17 Highway hauler
57 Make a scene?
22 Tibetan monk
58 Cool
24 Wear the crown
59 Down with the flu
26 Infamous 1972
hurricane
27 Prankster's projectile#
Quotable Quote
28 Shrewd
29 Former Rep. Abzug
The length of a film
30 Settle up ~th
should
be directly
31 Nasal dividers
related to the endur32 Theorizer
ance of the human
36 Pro follower
bladder.
37 Place for an ace
38 Lymph lump
•• • Alfred Hitchcock
39 Sixth sense, for short
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